Travel directions – PhD Nordic Finance Workshop 2017

How to get from Copenhagen Airport to the DGI Byens Hotel?
After your arrival at Copenhagen Airport, you can either take a taxi to the hotel or alternatively you can take the regional trains directly from the airport to Copenhagen Central station. The hotel is located in a 5-8 minutes’ walking distance (400-650 m) from the central station, depending on where you get out of the Central station.

Taxis can pick up passengers at terminal 1 and 3 and will get you to downtown Copenhagen in about 20 minutes depending on traffic. Taxis are usually waiting outside each terminal. Approx. DKK 250-300.

The train station for the regional trains is located by terminal 3 in the airport. Please make sure to find the regional train station and not the metro station – they are adjacent (see map below). The regional train will get you to Copenhagen Central station in about 15 minutes.

Tickets for public transportation
Tickets can be bought at the vending machines (take all major credit cards) and at the DSB ticket sales counter in terminal 3. We recommend that you buy a Citypass.

24 hours City Pass: 80 DKK
72 hours City Pass: 200 DKK
The city pass can be bought online here
You can also buy single tickets: 36 DKK (for 1 trip in 3 zones, so from airport to hotel)
From Copenhagen Central Station to DGI Byens Hotel
When you get to Copenhagen Central station, you can go towards Tivoli and from there it takes app. 8 minutes to reach the hotel, but if you go along the tracks away from the central station main building and up the stairs, you will find Tietgensgade and the DGI Byen hotel in only 4-5 minutes. See the map below or find your way here.
How to get from the hotel to Copenhagen Business School?

It takes app. 15-30 minutes to get from the hotel to Copenhagen Business School, depending on which means of transport you choose.

Options:

1. **Metro (20-30 min):** The metro is still under construction and the direct metro access is not yet available between the central station and Frederiksberg. But for now you can reach the Copenhagen Business school by going to Nørreport station and changing to the Metro there.
   - The S-trains departing from the central station will take you to Nørreport in 5 minutes and they run frequently.
   - From Nørreport to Frederiksberg metro station, it takes app. 5 minutes (only 2 stops)
   - From Frederiksberg Metro, you are practically at the Copenhagen Business School (1 min walk - see map below).

2. **Bicycle (15-20 min):** Copenhagen is a green city and most people bike to get around. You can rent a bike at the hotel and reach Copenhagen Business School in less than 20 minutes.

3. **Bus (25-35 min):**
   - Bus no. 34 runs directly from the Central Station to Copenhagen Business School – get off at the stop Nyelandsvej Skole and walk 2 minutes. This bus runs every 15-20 min.
   - Bus 9A runs from the Central Station to Copenhagen Business School – get off at the stop Frederiksberg bredegade/Smallegade and walk for 8 minutes. This bus runs every 8-10 min

Please find a map of the Metro below
From Frederiksberg Metro to Copenhagen Business School
It takes app. 1 minute to walk from the Metro station Frederiksberg to the conference venue at Copenhagen Business School.

Conference venue at Copenhagen Business School
Please find the venue (S.13) and registration desk behind the lobby.
Dinner at Restaurant Nimb, Tivoli

The dinner on Tuesday evening will take place at Restaurant Nimb located in front of the Central station, Bernstoffsgade 5. Please see the map below: